We theoretically discuss here the relationships between the structure of recently synthesized nanorings, dubbed as cyclo-2,7-pyrenylene (CPY) and formed upon bending and bonding a finite number of pyrene units until self-cyclation, and a set of chemically relevant properties such as the induced structural and energetical strain, the electronic and optical properties, or the response to charge injection, as well as their transport mechanism through a concerted migration of charge-carriers. We also compare these properties, and their evolution with the number of pyrene-linked units, with those obtained for the closely related cycloparaphenylene (CPP) compounds, trying to disclose the underlying structure-property guidelines. To do it, we always employ dispersion-corrected DFT methods to systematically include the key effects affecting all the properties tackled. A correct match with some available experimental results, for the [4]CPY compound (the only one synthesized so far), anticipates the accuracy of the calculations done for the rest of compounds. Finally, since this kind of systems are envisioned as possible precursors for the fine-tuned and controlled synthesis of carbon nanotubes, we also address the stability of the dimers found in their crystalline structure, and the associated cohesive energy, which may drive the synthesis of the corresponding nanotubes after an adequate dehydrogenation reaction.
INTRODUCTION
Cyclic and conjugated organic structures, such as carbon nanotubes and nanorings, 1 comprise a wide variety of interesting examples of strained, distorted, bent and sterically hindered molecular systems. Furthermore, besides the large interest in their unique chemical bonding, formed only by sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms, these structures have been widely studied due to their interesting physical, chemical, and electronic properties, taken also into account how these properties can be modulated as a function of their molecular size, shape and crystallinity. 2 In the last years, many studies focused on a kind of cyclic organic molecules called cycloparaphenylenes (CPP) (see figure 1), which are obtained by connecting phenyl rings through para linkages until forming a cyclic nanohoop. Thus, several sizes of CPPs (ranging from [5] CPP to [18] CPP or even higher, where the number in brackets indicates the phenyl rings attached), as well as CPP derivatives and related carbon nanorings, have been recently synthetized, 3, 4 and their structural and electronic properties largely studied. 5 However, there are very few studies about acene-inserted CPPs, in which the acene structures can be polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (such as naphthalene, 6 pyrene, 7-9 chrysene 10 or anthanthrylene 11 moeties), annulated derivatives, 12, 13 or heteroacenes (such as pyridine, 14, 15 thiophene, 16, 17 anthraquinone, 18 carbazole 19 and perylene diimide 20 ) in addition to benzene rings. The systematic study of these structures could allow the elucidation of the structural and electronic effects present in the carbon nanorings composed by more π-extended systems.
In this work, we have thus focused on a set of acene-inserted CPPs, formed upon progressively bending pyrenylene units to form a cyclic hoop called Ciclo-2,7-PYrenylene (CPYs) structures, which are related to the armchair structure of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (see figure 1 ). The study of these systems can clarify some interesting properties derived from more π-extended systems such as a higher structural strain, chiral conformations, sizeevolution of properties, etc. Furthermore, despite of some similarity between pyrene and biphenyl rings, their structural and electronic structure are completely different, motivating us to study the effect of inserting pyrene units inside these cyclic organic structures. 21 In this sense, the comparison between CPY and CPP analogues could be useful to understand their behavior as precursors for the bottom-up synthesis of structurally uniform armchair CNTs, or for some other envisioned applications of these promising CNT segments. 22 Herein, we have studied from a theoretical point of view a series of CPYs (ranging between [3] to [5] CPYs) in order to determine: (i) how the structural, electronic, and energetical properties of isolated [3] [4] [5] CPY systems theoretically evolve with system size; and (ii) how these systems self-assemble in the solid-state, chosen [4] CPY (the only system synthesized so far) as a case study, after calculating the non-covalent interactions between the set of unique molecular arrangements found in crystalline samples. Moreover, taking account that pyrene is a substituent of large interest in many opto-electronic applications, 23 the charge injection and transport properties of solid-state samples of [4] CPY have been subsequently modelled. In the next sections, we will thus present and discuss the key properties of [3] [4] [5] CPY individual (gas-phase) molecules, and the supramolecular interaction energy as well as the chargetransport features of [4] CPY, thoroughly comparing these properties, at the same level of theory, with the [2n]CPP parent compounds (see also figure 1 ) in an attempt to establish structure-property relationships. Figure 1 . Sketch of a nanotube structure from which it would be possible to extract segments such as [8] CPP and the more π-extended structure [4] CPY.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The Gaussian09 package (Rev. D.01) 24 has been employed for all the calculations performed here, except for electronic coupling (Vif) values (vide infra), which have been obtained using the NWChem 6.5 package thanks to the charge transfer module implemented on it. 25 Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the hybrid functional B3LYP 26, 27 was employed, together with the Pople's (6-31+G*) and Dunning's (cc-pVnZ) basis sets for the computation of the electronic, geometrical, energetical and supramolecular properties of the studied CPYs. We have chosen the B3LYP model since it yields reasonable conjugated-polymer ground-state structures, 28, 29 and, in general, is appropriate for the prediction of electronic structures of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. 30 In addition, that method provides theoretical reorganization energies (λi) in good quantitative agreement with the corresponding experimental values from gas phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. 31 These studies were carried out taking also into account all the existing non-covalent (intra-and intermolecular) interactions, by incorporating the correction known as D3(BJ) 32, 33 to the hybrid functional mentioned above. This way of considering the non-covalent energy has revealed to be an efficient and accurate method. 34 On the other hand, the use of the sufficiently large cc-pVTZ basis set allows us to greatly reduce the associated Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) in supramolecular calculations.
One-electron properties (such as frontier energy orbitals, ionization potentials and electron affinities) were calculated on optimized CPY structures, unless otherwise specified. Closed-shell calculations for singlets and openshell calculations for doublets (cationic and anionic species) have been carried out for the different derivatives [3] [4] [5] CPY. Vif calculations were carried out over each [4] CPY dimer extracted from the crystalline structure, by using the UHF/cc-pVDZ level of theory.
Finally, considering excited-state calculations, the time dependent (TD)-DFT formalism 35 has been used, together with the PBE0 36 hybrid functional and the cc-pVDZ basis set, to disclose the nature of the UV-Vis absorption, With respect to some key bond lengths (see table 1), we have not found striking differences in the distance of Cipso-Cortho, Cipso-Cipso, Cortho-Cortho among the neutral [n]CPYs, which indicates that the near-planarity and conjugation of these systems remains similar, regardless of their size. For charged (anionic and cationic) structures, the distance between Cipso-Cortho decreases slightly with the increasing number of pyrene rings, observing the opposite behavior for the Cipso-Cipso distance. However, for the Cortho-Cortho bond length, we have not found significant differences for the studied (neutral or charged) [n]CPY structures. Furthermore, the distance between Cipso-C'ipso, is close to 1.50 Å in all cases, prevailing thus a single-bond character between the pyrene units. Note also that these calculated distances, for 
where ΔH 0 f ([n]CPY), ΔH 0 f (bipyrene) and ΔH 0 f (pyrene) are the enthalpy of formation at 0 ºK (i. e. with the zero-point vibrational energy included) of optimized [n]CPY, bipyrene and pyrene molecules, respectively, according to the scheme 1. Table 2 collects the calculated strain energies for [n]CPY and for their corresponding [2n]CPP. 37 As it was expected, the cyclic structures with pyrene units, i.e.
[n]CPY, shows higher values for strain energies than their analogous [2n]CPP, although following the same trend found before for [2n]CPP values, i.e. the larger the system is, the lower strain energy becomes (see figure S1 in the supporting material). This fact might be related with a less favored synthesis due to higher structural and/or steric difficulties. Note that the strain energy of [4] CPY calculated before, 21 at the B3LYP/6-31G* level and thus without considering non-covalent interactions, is close to the value obtained in this work, although not completely similar due to the introduction here of intra-molecular non-covalent interactions.
Scheme 1.
Homodesmotic reaction used to determine the strain energy for [4] CPY taken as example. a Values taken from reference [21] b Values taken from reference [37] Figure 3 shows the energy and shape of the fully delocalized HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the [n]CPY systems and the pyrene monomer. Similarly to strain energies, when the size of the system increases, the HOMO energy decreases, while the LUMO energy increases, which produces, obviously, a larger HOMO-LUMO energy difference with the system size (see also To conclude the part of the study dealing with the properties of isolated nanorings, the UV-Vis absorption spectra has also been computed at the TD-PBE0/cc-pVDZ level using the Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM), with the default technical parameters and using chloroform as solvent, at the previously solvated (in chloroform) reoptimized structures at the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/cc-pVDZ level. Table 3 been extracted from its crystalline form, and used rigidly herein. Due to the fact that dihydro [4] CPY is the only compound with a fully resolved crystal structure, 21 we have consequently removed the solvent molecules (occluded into the cavity of the nanoring) and unsaturated correspondingly the molecule. The intermolecular interaction energy of every extracted dimer, ΔEint, depends on the geometrical arrangements of the isolated monomers to form the dimers at the crystal structure, and it has been calculated by subtracting the energy of both monomers at the dimer geometry (G crystal ) from that of the dimer 38
with negative values implying that the dimer structure is stabilized by weak (i.e. non-covalent) interactions.
By using these calculated ΔEint values it is possible to estimate the cohesive or lattice energy, U, of the crystal, which usually is defined as the amount of energy required to separate a mole of the solid into the gas of its constituent molecules, 38 and obtained by using the following equation
where mi is the number of unique pairs extracted from the crystal structure in which it is possible to decompose it, and ∆ ( ) is the interaction energy for each dimer i calculated by using the equation (2) . This value must be divided by two to avoid the double-counting of these energies, 39 and can be further related to the sublimation enthalpy (ΔsH) at room temperature (298.15 K) by U = ΔsH (T) + 2RT, being 2RT the classical thermal contribution. with their calculated interaction energies gathered in Table 4 . We have employed here a set of increasingly large basis set, from the 6-31G** (moderate) to the cc-pVTZ (large), to estimate (and then reduce) the associated BSSE in these calculations. Table 4 situates indeed between the extremes. Interestingly, no large difference for these interaction energies is found with respect to the dimers of [8] CPP, ranging from -0.8 kcal/mol (from the herringbone-1 dimer and its corresponding analogue) up to -3.6 kcal/mol (for homotubular dimers and its corresponding analogue), respectively. On the other hand, the homotubular arrangement also yields the highest interaction energy for [4] CPY, as it happened too for the [8] CPP case. The greatest stability found for the homotubular dimers could be related with the preferred crystalline growth of the self-assembled samples. kcal/mol, respectively, and, thus, close to the experimental value (24.14 kcal/mol) in the case of pyrene. 40 
Semiconducting properties of [n]CPY.
Theoretical Framework. A high performance of organic molecular semiconductors in optoelectronic devices relies on an efficient charge injection from electrodes and sufficiently high charge mobilities within the active layer of the device.
In typical π-conjugated organic (crystalline) materials with small bandwidths (< 1eV) at room temperature, the charge diffusion across the samples is generally described by a hopping mechanism, 41, 42 where the lattice vibrations and the coupling with the charge carriers (i.e. the molecular packing as well the conformation of a single molecule) control the transport efficiency. 43 In the zero-limit, that is, at high temperature and according to the Marcus-Levich-Jortner (MLJ) model, 44 ,45 the charge-transport rate kCT for a self-exchange charge-transfer (CT) reaction between neighboring molecules, can be expressed as
depending, mainly, on the charge transfer integral or electronic coupling (Vif) and the classical contribution (λs), mostly the external, to the reorganization energy fixed here at 0.1 eV, according to common practice within the field. Generally, in organic crystals the outer contribution is of the order of few tenths of an electronvolt, contrarily to charge transfer in solution wherein the external part dominates. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] ΔG° is the Gibbs energy difference between the electronic states involved in the charge-transfer process (equal to zero in the self-exchange process), Seff = λi/ℏωeff is the effective Huang−Rhys factor, where λi is the inner reorganization energy, and ωeff is the frequency of the effective vibrational mode assisting the process, fixed here at ℏωeff ∼ 0.2 eV. Note that, λi must be as low as possible, while Vif must be maximized in order to improve the charge transport.
The inner reorganization energy, λi, for self-exchange consists of two terms (λi = λ1 + λ2) corresponding to the geometry relaxation energies going from the neutral-state geometry to the charged-state one and vice versa (Nelsen four-point method) 51, 52 λ1 = E 0 (G * ) -E 0 (G 0 )
λ2 = E * (G 0 ) -E * (G * ) (6) where E 0 (G 0 ) and E * (G * ) are the ground-state energies of the neutral and ionic states, respectively, E 0 (G * ) is the energy of the neutral molecule at the optimized ionic geometry and E * (G 0 ) is the energy of the charged molecule at the optimized neutral geometry. 46, 50, 53, 54 Additionally, from this set of calculations, it is possible to extract also the values of adiabatic ionization potential (AIP) or adiabatic electron affinity (AEA) as the difference of total energies between charged and neutral systems
While their corresponding vertical (V) energies are calculated as VEA (VIP) = AEA (AIP) + λ2 (8) Note that, Vif describes the electronic coupling between two neighboring molecules, 46, 50 and, hence, it critically depends on their relative spatial arrangement and is given by the matrix element Vif = <Ψi|Ĥ|Ψf>, where Ĥ is the electronic Hamiltonian of the system. The wave functions of the initial, Ψi, and final, Ψf, charge-localized states are normally obtained in the hypothetical absence of any coupling between the molecular units. 41, 53, 55 However, we have determined Vif values as one-half of the energy difference between the adiabatic potential energies at the geometry (Gc) where the diabatic (localized) potential energy surfaces cross each other. 56,57
This two-state model involves the solution of the equation
From which
with Sif = < Ψi|Ψf>, Hif = <Ψi|Ĥ|Ψf>, Hii = <Ψi|Ĥ|Ψi> and similarly Hff. We have used the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) wave function ( Ψf, being f = i, j) to describe the excess charge (both, hole and electron) localized on the initial and final states for a hole or electron transfer reaction. Note that this excess charge has been checked to remain completely localized on one (and only one) of the molecules during the set of calculations performed. This way of estimating electronic coupling values has recently been benchmarked for acene-based organic semiconductors, with very successful results. 58 To achieve a good charge injection, the frontier MOs and the work-function (Φm) of the electrode must have appropriately close values. An ohmic contact is produced when the energy difference between the frontier MO and Φm is equal or lower than 0.3 eV. In the case of p-type semiconductors, the HOMO must be aligned with the Fermi levels of environmentally stable anodes, such as ITO 59 to obtain an efficient hole injection. By contrast, in the case of n-type semiconductors, the LUMO should match the Fermi level of electrodes with low work function, such as Na, Cs, Ca, Mg, Ba or Al. 60 Although this is actually an approximation, i.e. interface dipole effects between electrode and semiconductor are not taken into account, 61,62 the comparison of Φm with HOMO/LUMO energy levels of the semiconductor may help to determine whether charge injection is likely or, on the contrary, if a high contact resistance should be expected. These dipoles came from either partial charge-transfer metal-semiconductor, the reduction of the metal work function by the organic layer or the occupation of the metal-induced density of states in the gap of the organic material. 63, 64 As a result, the gap between semiconductor affinity and ionization levels at the metal/organic interface narrows up to several electronvolts as compared to the gas-phase frontier energy levels. 65, 66 Any model aimed at a complete description of the metal/organic interface should account for those specific interactions. Accordingly, despite the fact that the free metal work function and the (gas-phase) HOMO/LUMO levels do not give the exact information, they serve as a qualitative guide for the electron/hole barrier injection and thus to establish trends within a set of related compounds. 63 Moreover, the values of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals must range between -4.8 / -5.5 eV and -3.6 / -4.5 eV, respectively, to improve the stability of the opto-electronic device. 45 However, some studies establish the limit value for the LUMO energy in -4.0 eV due to the fact that negative charges can react with atmospheric species such as water or oxygen. 67, 68 Ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) are also key parameters that determine the efficiency of the charge injection from the electrodes and the susceptibility to be reduced or oxidized upon air exposure. 54 Thus, the EA of a semiconductor must be ≥ 3.0 eV for an easy electron injection, but not much greater than 4.0 eV to avoid destabilization under ambient conditions. 47 Low IPs facilitate hole injection but too low values can produce unintentional doping. As we stated before, we have finally studied the semiconductor nature of the selected [n]CPY, through their charge injection and transport inside of the material.
Charge Injection. The EA and IP (both, adiabatic and vertical) values for holes and electrons, upon increasing the size of the systems, are shown in table 5, which also collects the values for the corresponding [2n]CPP analogues. We remind that to inject an electron into the LUMO level of the molecule, the EA (defined as the energy released when one electron is added to the system in the gaseous state) must be high enough, to ensure the efficient charge injection and improve the environmental stability of the material (although these considerations are not a general guideline for predicting the air stability); while IP (defined as the energy released when one electron is removed to the system in the gaseous state) must be low enough to allow an efficient hole injection into the HOMO level. [70] Following with the study of the frontier molecular orbitals (see figure 2) , we had observed how HOMO eigenvalues decreased with increasing n, which indicates a stabilization of the systems. However, for LUMO energy closer to the range of other typical n-type compounds such as anthracene, 31 perfluorepentacene, 72 while the λi values for hole transport are similar or even lower than those found for tetratiofulvene derivatives, 73 or some oligoacenes 74 and oligothiophenes, 75 antracene or tetracene, 76 arrangement, whose electron Vif value is negligible; ii) for hole transport, the Vif value obtained for the herringbone-4 arrangement is the highest for all cases, and thus with an expectedly large contribution to the whole hole chargetransport rate; iii) for electron transport, the Vif value electron calculated from the homotubular arrangement yields now the highest value. Actually, the calculated Vif values are in the range of those obtained before for state-of-the-art molecules such as naphathalene, anthracene, tetracene, pentacene or rubicene molecules. 50 As a consequence of the interplay between reorganization energies and electronic couplings, see equation (4), the total electron (hole) chargetransport rate reaches values as high as 2.7 x 10 13 s -1 (5.5 x 10 12 s -1 ). Overall, the hole charge-transport rate reaches values higher than for the corresponding electron charge-transport rate, being the hole transport clearly favored by a 5-fold factor. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied the influence of the increasing number of pyrene rings in the properties of the recently synthetized cyclic Cyclo-2,7-PYrenylene (CPY) nanorings, ranging from geometrical (some selected bond lengths and the diameter of the nanoring), structural (strain energies and other properties derived from crystalline packing such as the cohesive energy), and electronic (such as electronic transition energies and the study of the charge injection and associated mobility inside of the material).
We have systematically calculated some selected bond lengths of neutral and charged nanorings, observing how the size and/or the electronic state of the [n]CPY systems do not significantly alter the values. The diameter of the inner cavity linearly increases, as it was expected, with the system size. On the other hand, the strain energy decreases with the size of [n]CPY systems, in order to minimize the steric hindrance, created upon self-cyclation, concomitantly observing an increase in the HOMO-LUMO gap with the size of the nanoring, which situates between 3 -3.5 eV according to the system size. Additionally, the absolute values of the frontier molecular orbital might align favorably with the work function of some widely used electrodes, and thus promote an efficient charge (hole or electron) injection.
The supramolecular properties for [4] CPY, such as interaction energies for the different dimers (extracted of the crystal structure) and the associated cohesive energy, have been also analyzed. The calculated value of the cohesive energy shows a sufficiently high stabilization by weak (non-covalent) interactions, although lower than that expected for the corresponding linear oligomer; thus indicating the key role played by the cyclic topology of these compounds, in agreement with recent studies on the other nanohoops also acting as nanotube segments.
Finally, we have also calculated the charge-transport rate for [4] CPY, after obtaining the electronic coupling values for all the dimers extracted from crystalline data. The compounds present a balanced charge-transport rate, that is displaying values for hole-transport are slightly higher than for electron-transport, which might anticipate the efficient use of these nanorings in field-induced applications.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE (S1) Evolution of strain energies for [n]CPY and [2n]CPP as a function of the system size (n). (S2)
Theoretically simulated UV-Vis spectra for [n]CPY compounds, calculated at the TD-PBE0/cc-pVDZ//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/cc-pVDZ level using chloroform as solvent.
